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**Abstract**

Dynamic Searchable Encryption (DSE) has emerged as a solution to efficiently handle and protect large-scale data storage in encrypted databases (EDBs). Volume leakage poses a significant threat, as it enables adversaries to reconstruct search queries and potentially compromise the security and privacy of data. Padding strategies are common countermeasures for the leakage, but they significantly increase storage and communication costs. In this work, we develop a new perspective on handling volume leakage. We start with *distinct search* and further explore a new concept called *distinct DSE (d-DSE)*.

We also define new security notions, in particular Distinct with Volume-Hiding security, as well as forward and backward privacy, for the new concept. Based on *d*-DSE, we construct the *d*-DSE designed EDB with related constructions for distinct keyword (d-KW-dDSE), keyword (KW-dDSE), and join queries (JOIN-dDSE) and update queries in encrypted databases. We instantiate a concrete scheme BF-SRE, employing Symmetric Revocable Encryption. We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets, such as Crime, Wikipedia, and Enron, for performance evaluation. The results demonstrate that our scheme is practical in data search and with comparable computational performance to the SOTA DSE scheme (MITRA, AURA) and padding strategies (SEAL, ShieldDB). Furthermore, our proposal sharply reduces the communication cost as compared to padding strategies, with roughly 6.36 to 53.14x advantage for search queries.

**1 Introduction**

Encrypted databases (EDBs)\(^{46}\) have been developed to support privacy-preserving data storage and search services. They allow clients to outsource sensitive encrypted data to a server and then send search queries to the server who can return the corresponding data. These databases can adopt Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SE)\(^{13,51}\) and its Dynamic version\(^{31}\) (DSE) to offer various types of privacy-preserving queries, such as keyword\(^{16}\), range\(^{17}\), SQL\(^{27}\) queries, and updates. Note more related works for EDBs and DSE are presented in Appendix B and D, respectively.

Although easily inheriting Forward Privacy and Backward Privacy (FP&BP) guarantees from DSE\(^{2,4}\), those EDBs are still vulnerable to volumetric attacks\(^{1,64}\). The adversary can infer the underlying keywords from search queries\(^{1,36,64}\) or even reconstruct the whole EDB\(^{22,32}\) by exploiting volume leakage\(^{64}\) (i.e., the length of the response).

Padding strategies\(^{3,15,55}\) are popularly applied to mitigate the impact of volume leakage in EDBs. They work by adding "dummy" data to the original database to ensure uniform volume for each keyword. Thus, from the viewpoint of adversaries, volume leakage with regard to queries is now indistinguishable. This strategy, however, yields significant costs (see Tab. 1). It requires extra storage and computational resources to establish and update the EDB but also consumes huge communication bandwidth for query response. Note we provide more details on padding in Appendix C.

A new perspective - starting from distinct search. In line with the design of secure EDBs\(^{18}\), we should minimize the leakage during search queries. It is natural to see that the SQL syntax ‘SELECT DISTINCT’\(^{1}\) can be used to eliminate duplicated search responses, which, to some extent, reduces the volume leakage. But we cannot simply apply distinct search in EDBs due to the fact that it still leaks information to the server. In the context of SQL queries, a distinct search retrieves distinct (unique) values from the corresponding columns in a database table, which allows us to eliminate "duplicate" values. The search process traverses only one copy of each value and ignores its duplicates. However, if the number of those "ignored" values (i.e., the number of duplicates) is leaked, it can reveal information about the quantities of all relevant values, leading to volume leakage. To mitigate this threat, it is crucial to design a mechanism that prevents the server from being aware of the repetition of values. We find that we can use the dummy tags to group all relevant values into an

\(^{1}\)In ISO/IEC 9075-2:2016, the ‘DISTINCT’ predicate can apply with other syntax like ‘SELECT’, ‘JOIN’, ‘GROUP BY’ to retrieve distinct values from a database table.
unsearchable dataset so that the server, in the Search stage, can only "see" a single copy of results, thereby concealing the volume of repetitive values and reducing the potential for volume leakage.

A trivial solution to transform DSE for volume-hiding. Recall that DSE focuses on searching file-identifiers instead of values. It may not be straightforward to replace the distinct identifiers with the unique/repeatable values. Here, we attempt to provide a trivial transformation to make DSE support "distinct search."

- In the Setup or Update stage, the client maps each value to a unique identifier and then initializes or updates the keyword-value pairs by a DSE instance.
- To perform the distinct search, the client utilizes the query protocol of the DSE to retrieve these identifiers. Afterward, the client restores the values based on the mapping of the identifiers and then extracts the distinct values locally.

We see that this transformation necessitates the client to maintain a local mapping table for translation between identifiers and values during each search. Furthermore, its security and efficiency heavily rely on the underlying DSE instance. We note that a regular DSE scheme could still be vulnerable to volume leakage (e.g., [60]), or it applies expensive padding strategies incurring significant bandwidth and storage costs (e.g., [15, 55]). This observation indicates that a trivial transformation could not be the best solution for both security and efficiency.

In response to this, we propose the Distinct Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (d-DSE) that enables clients to securely search for distinct values with volume-hiding. In this concept, we make use of the Distinct State, the Distinct Classifier, and the Distinct Constraint to determine distinct values and eliminate the volume difference. We instantiate a d-DSE scheme BF-SRE for non-interactive deletion and efficient search. We present a brief comparison between BF-SRE and related DSE schemes in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison on related DSE, padding, and our scheme. $N$ is the total number of keyword/value pairs. $W$ and $F$ are the total number of keywords and files, respectively. In Column 5, ✓ indicates that padding strategies can be deployed in the schemes. For keyword $w$, $a_w$ is the total number of update operations, $n_w$ is the current number of pairs, $d_w$ is the number of deletion, $d_{max}$ is the supported maximum number of deletions, and $s_w'$ is the number of legal search tokens. For $SEAL$, $x$ means the adjusting padding’s parameter, and $n_{max}$ denotes the number of the pairs currently containing $w$ after padding. For ShieldDB, $n_s$ and $n_d$ separately represent the real and padding pairs of the streamed keyword $w_i$, $|B|$ means the padding dataset length, and $f_w$ and $f_w'$ represent the maximum frequency and the streamed keyword $w_i$ frequency, respectively. Backward privacy (BP) contains type-1/2/3 level (I/II/III), including the special case II$^A$, III$^B$, II$^D$ extended from [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Distinct</th>
<th>Search</th>
<th>Computation</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Padding</th>
<th>Search</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Comm. Round</th>
<th>Client Storage</th>
<th>BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONETA [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n \log N + \log ^3 N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n \log N + \log ^3 N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINAS [4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(\log a_n)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n + d_{max} \log a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANUS+ [54]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n, d_{max})$</td>
<td>$O(d_{max})$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA [53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITRA [20]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD2 [14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n, \log N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n + \log N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA [53]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n, \log N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n + \log N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSE [62]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n + \log N)$</td>
<td>$O(\log N)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>II$^B$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAL [15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(s, a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(s, a_n)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(s, a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(s, a_n)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(s, N)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShieldDB's DSE [55]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(n_i + n_0)$</td>
<td>$O(n_i + n_0)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(n_i)$</td>
<td>$O(n_j)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>)$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF-SRE (Ours)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>$O(a_n)$</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$O(W \log F)$</td>
<td>II$^D$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: SEAL only focuses on static database (indicating it cannot support update operations) while providing values retrieval with keyword. In SEAL we store the client’s states locally.

✓: ShieldDB is a dynamic document database. Its deletion is done through re-encryption, which does not clearly specify the backward privacy.

Extension from "distinct" to "diverse" search. We notice that many works have demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating DSE to support secure queries in SQL syntax, such as keyword [15], range [17], and join [24, 50]. Fortunately, we find out that the distinct search can be integrated into secure SQL as well. Our core idea is to process a query by first obtaining the distinct values using the distinct search and subsequently restoring the quantity of each distinct value (i.e., value’s quantity) by small client storage. Please see Sec. 4 for more details.

The above descriptions briefly introduce our technical roadmap from the beginning by distinct search, constructing secure distinct search (i.e., d-DSE), and fulfilling SQL search for EDBs. We summarize key contributions as follows.

- **Definition and models of d-DSE.** We underline the definition and models for secure distinct search. In particular, we propose a so-called Distinct with Volume-Hiding (DwVH) security that captures how a secure distinct search can mitigate volume leakage. We formalize the EDB context of distinct search, analyze security risks, and define the advantage in the models.

- **d-DSE designed EDB.** We leverage $d$-DSE to build EDBs with volume-hiding property. We first illustrate the EDB system enhanced by the $d$-DSE query model. Then we present three new constructions: d-KW-$d$DSE (for distinct keyword queries), KW-$d$DSE (for keyword queries), JOIN-$d$DSE (for join queries), and the corresponding row addition and deletion operations. We comprehensively expose the leakage functions [6, 26] under these constructions and interpret the pattern leakage from the EDB perspective. Finally, our analysis clari-
fies that they resist both SOTA passive [60] and active [64] volumetric attacks.

- **Concrete scheme for d-DSE.** To handle the distinct feature in d-DSE designed EDB, we utilize the Bloom Filter (BF) [53], producing Distinct State to control the tag generation for values. In this sense, we can effectively match the distinct values in the search. Based on the above, we propose our scheme, called BF-SRE, by applying Symmetric Reversible Encryption (SRE). The scheme enables the client to process the deletion locally, and thus, it is non-interactive and flexible to row update in encrypted databases. We also provide formal security analysis to demonstrate that the scheme satisfies the FP&BP as well as the DwVH security.

- **Evaluations.** We extensively perform evaluations on our proposals and prior work under diverse real-world datasets, including the Crime reports, Wikipedia, and the Enron email datasets. Concretely, under equivalent security parameters, we compare BF-SRE with the SOTA MITRA* [20], AURA [53], SEAL [15], and ShieldDB [55] in terms of the time and communication costs. Our evaluation demonstrates that BF-SRE stands as a competitive solution compared to the aforementioned schemes. For example, on the Enron dataset, its costs of time and communication for searching the highest-volume keyword are 8.25s and 83.82KB, outperforming others by a factor of approximately 29.27x and 30.54x, respectively.

## 2 Backgrounds

We first describe the encrypted database that supports recording the keyword/value pairs. In this context, we introduce the parties in distinct search with the corresponding interactions. After that, we propose the threat in distinct search.

### 2.1 Encrypted Database Description

We use EDB to represent an encrypted database in the context of DSE. This database stores repeatable keyword/value pairs \((w, v)\) (e.g., for relational table structure, an attribute’s value in one column as a keyword with a foreign-key in another as a value) in sequence and supports secure addition, deletion, and search operations. Specifically, the client can search keywords to retrieve the matching values, add new keyword/value pairs, and delete all specified repetitive \((w, v)\) pairs. Note that the search operation incorporates the distinct search predicate \(TypeDB(w) = \{v_1, ..., v_n|v \in (w, v)\text{ and } \forall i, j \in [1, n] \text{ s.t. } v_i = v_j \iff i = j\}\) to retrieve all matched distinct values given a keyword \(w\). We call the number of distinct values in \(TypeDB(w)\) as the value’s type.

### 2.2 Parties

Two parties involve in the distinct search:

- **Client:** The client initializes the EDB by security parameter and outsources it to the server. The client sends an update token generated by the input \((w, v, op = \{add, del\})\) to add or delete the keyword/value pairs \((w, v)\) on the EDB. The client sends the search token generated by the keyword \(w\) to find the corresponding distinct values.

- **Server:** The server hosts the EDB outsourced by the client. The server updates the EDB by the update token. In processing a search token, the server searches the distinct values corresponding to the keyword \(w\) and returns the result to the client.

### 2.3 The Threat in Distinct Search

A scheme for secure distinct search should protect the client’s outsourced EDB against the probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary from the passive [40, 41, 60] and active [64] attacks. Akin to [12], we propose the adversaries’ observations during various client events that could reveal volumetric information for the aforementioned attacks.

#### Table 2: The adversaries’ passive and active observations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client Event</th>
<th>Passive observations</th>
<th>Active observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setup</td>
<td>1. The initial EDB.</td>
<td>1. The deceptive set of keyword/value pairs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Outsource the EDB.</td>
<td>2. Partial queries volume before injection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update</td>
<td>1. Update ciphertexts in the EDB.</td>
<td>1. Updated queries in ciphertexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Updated queries generated from deceptive set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. The after-injection volume of queries.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Tab. 2, we state that the philosophy of volume-hiding countermeasure is to decouple the volumetric relationship speculated from the Setup and Search stage. The passive and active adversaries first get the baseline of volume through prior knowledge (e.g., outdated keyword frequency [40]) and partial queries observed before injection, respectively. Then they both consult the observation in the Update stage to achieve maximum fit in the Search stage, such as minimizing objective functions [41, 60] and manufacturing binary volume [64]. To mitigate the fitting, padding strategies produce uniform volume through dummy data at initialization. Our perspective is to prevent the search leakage containing predicable volume distribution, which is our security goal for distinct search.

We also require Forward Privacy and Backward Privacy (FP&BP) [2, 4] to protect the update and distinct search function from serious privacy disclosure. To capture the leakage from distinct search, the security for volume leakage [42] should be defined.

## 3 Distinct DSE

We define Distinct Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (d-DSE), which includes its scheme and security guarantees, to tackle the distinct search threat.
3.1 Notations

\( \lambda \in \mathbb{N} \) is the security parameter. \( r \overset{\$}{\leftarrow} \mathcal{R} \) means randomly sampling \( r \) from the space \( \mathcal{R} \), \( ab \) is the concatenation between \( a \) and \( b \). \( \{0,1\}^k \) is a \( k \)-bit length string. \( \{0,1\}^\star \) is an arbitrary-bit length string. \( F \) is a secure Pseudo Random Function (PRF). \( \Sigma \) is the Dynamic Searchable Symmetric Encryption (DSE) scheme. The frequently used notations & concepts, the symmetric encryption, Bloom Filter (BF) [53], and Symmetric Revocable Encryption (SRE) [53], are introduced in Appendix A.

3.2 The \( d \)-DSE Scheme

Definition 1 (The Distinct DSE) A Distinct Dynamic Searchable Encryption is a triple \((\text{Setup}, \text{Search}, \text{Update})\) consisting of three protocols:

- **Setup** \((\lambda)\) is a protocol that takes as input the security parameter \( \lambda \). It invokes the DSE setup protocol \( \Sigma \text{setup} \) and generates the Distinct State \( \sigma^D \), outputting \( K, \text{st} = \{\sigma, \sigma^D\} \) for the client and outsourcing EDB for the server respectively, where \( K \) is the master secret key, EDB is the encrypted database, and \( \text{st} \) is the client’s internal state.

- **Search** \((K, \text{st}, w; \text{EDB})\) is a protocol between the client with inputs \( K, \text{st}, \) and a search query restricted to a keyword \( w \), and the server with input the EDB. It invokes the DSE search protocol \( \Sigma \text{search} \) with input modified by the Distinct State \( \sigma^D \). At the end, the client gets a search result set included distinct values from the EDB.

- **Update** \((K, \text{st}, \text{op}, \text{in}; \text{EDB})\) is a protocol between the client with \( K \) and \( \text{st} \) as above, and an operation \( \text{op} \) with its input \( \text{in} \), where \( \text{op} \) is from the set \{add, del\} (i.e., addition, deletion) and in is parsed as the keyword/value pair \((w, v)\); and the server with input EDB. It invokes the DSE update protocol \( \Sigma \text{update} \) with input modified by the Distinct State \( \sigma^D \). At the end, the client updates its internal \( \text{st}' \), and the server renews the EDB.

**Correctness.** Except with negligible probability, the \( d \)-DSE scheme is correct if the **Search** protocol returns (current) correct results for the keyword being searched. For the formalism, we follow the case where the client should not delete a keyword with a retrieval value that is not present in EDB.

**Remark on the \( d \)-DSE search protocol.** The retrieval searched by \( d \)-DSE and DSE is different [4]. In DSE, the client eventually needs to obtain the outsourced data through the file-identifier, and the volume leakage is not considered by Forward Privacy and Backward Privacy (FP&BP) [60]. In our context, the client is allowed to search the EDB to retrieve outsourced distinct values by a keyword. To this end, we must refine the leakage on retrieving values.

3.3 Security Notions for Distinct Search

To address the leakage \((L_D)\) in \( d \)-DSE, we refer to the DSE security. The security contains FP&BP [2, 4] under the Adaptive Security model [13], but it falls short in preventing volume leakage. Therefore, we define the Distinct with Volume-Hiding (DwVH) security. Note that we introduce the Sim-adaptive Security model instead of the Adaptive Security model to perceive FP&BP and the DwVH security.

We assume that the client is honest and should prevent the disclosure of sensitive information, e.g., underlying keywords and encrypted data. The server, which is honest-but-curious, should follow the protocols’ instructions yet passively exposes some information. Similar to the Real and Ideal formulation [4, 7], the Sim-adaptive security notions of \( d \)-DSE are defined as follows.

**Definition 2 (Sim-adaptive Security of \( d \)-DSE) Assume a \( d \)-DSE scheme \( L \)-adaptively secure iff for all sufficiently large security parameters \( \lambda \in \mathbb{N} \) and PPT adversary \( \mathcal{A} \), there is a set of efficient simulators \( S \) with a set of leakage functions \( L \) that has:

\[
P \left[ \text{Real}_{d \text{-DSE}}^\mathcal{A} (\lambda) = 1 \right] - P \left[ \text{Ideal}_{d \text{-DSE}}^\mathcal{A, S, L} (\lambda) = 1 \right] = \text{negl}(\lambda),
\]

where the games Real\(^{-}\text{-DSE}\) \((\lambda)\) and Ideal\(^{-}\text{-DSE}\) \((\lambda)\) are:

- **Game Real\(^{-}\text{-DSE}\) \((\lambda)\):** the adversary controls the client to run real protocols. Firstly, it triggers the protocol Setup and gets the encrypted database EDB. Secondly, with the parameters of its choice, it adaptively triggers Update, Search, and then obtains the real transcript list \( Q = (q_1, q_2, ..., q_n) \). Finally, it outputs a bit \( b \) decided from the real sensitive information \((EDB, q_1, ..., q_n)\).

- **Game Ideal\(^{-}\text{-DSE}\) \((\lambda)\):** all of the real protocols are replaced by the set of simulators \( S \). The adversary first triggers the simulator \( S_{\text{setup}} \) and obtains the simulated database \( EDB^S \). Secondly, with chosen parameters, it adaptively triggers \( S_{\text{update}}, S_{\text{search}} \), and then gets the simulated transcript \( Q^S = (q_1^S, q_2^S, ..., q_n^S) \). Finally, it outputs a bit \( b \) decided from the simulated sensitive information \((EDB^S, q_1^S, q_2^S, ..., q_n^S)\).

**Common Leakage Functions.** Akin to [4], we use the \( sp(w) \) to represent the search pattern, i.e., which queries belong to the keyword \( w \), and the \( UpHist(w) \) to represent the history of all updates on keyword \( w \).

**Forward Privacy (FP).** As \( d \)-DSE holds FP, adversaries should not utilize the previous transcript to imply the newly added information before executing the Search protocol. Based on FP in [2], \( d \)-DSE must further preserve the value’s information. This requirement prevents adversaries from deducing the equality among values, which will expose more information than just the distinct values.
We analyze the d-DSE scheme has forward privacy if its Update leakage function $L_D^{Up}$ can be written as:

$$L_D^{Up}(w, v, op) = L'(op),$$

where $L'$ is a state-less function.

### Backward Privacy (BP)

As d-DSE holds BP, adversaries should not use new transcripts to imply previous information after executing Search.

To capture the BP in d-DSE, we first propose the leakage function TimeDTS $(w)$. TimeDTS $(w)$ defines the list of all encrypted values $v$ matching keyword $w$, excluding the deleted and repetitive ones, together with the timestamp $u$ of when they were added in the database:

$$\text{TimeDTS}(w) = \{(u, v)|(u, v, add) \in Q \land \forall u', (u', v, del) \notin Q \land \forall (u, w, v, add) \in Q, (u, w, v, add) \in Q, s.t. \; v_i = v_j \iff i = j\}. $$

Update $(w)$ defines the leakage of which timestamps have update queries on the keyword $w$. With the input $w$, Update $(w)$ returns the sets of the timestamps, in which each of them represents an update on $w$:

$$\text{Update}(w) = \{u | (u, w, v, add) \in Q \lor (u, w, v, del) \in Q\}. $$

With the above functions, we define the BP of d-DSE:

#### Definition 4 (Backward privacy) An $L$-adaptively-secure d-DSE scheme has backward privacy if its Update, Search leakage functions $L_D^{Up}$, $L_S^{Search}$ can be written as:

$$L_D^{Up}(w, v, op) = L'(w, op)$$
$$L_S^{Search}(w) = L''(sp(w), \text{TimeDTS}(w), \text{Update}(w)),$$

where $L'$, $L''$ are state-less functions.

We say that the aforementioned backward privacy is appropriate for d-DSE. That is inspired by the type-2 level of DSE [4]. Besides, the type-3 level discloses that multiple $(w, v)$ additions can be associated with the corresponding deletion operations, revealing the number of identical values that may cause volume leakage.

### 3.4 Distinct with Volume-Hiding Security

We analyze the d-DSE leakage in consideration of volumetric attacks from the server. Previous works [42, 57] assume that the number of values associated with any single keyword should not be revealed, excluding the maximum volume. Accordingly, the leakage in distinct search should only infer the distinct values searched by keywords, and that cannot be paired with prior and current volume knowledge.

Inspired by the volume-hiding [42], we define the DwVH security, which aims to prevent adversaries from distinguishing the "signatures" of EDB. We say that a signature is defined as a sequence of uploaded keyword/value pairs $S = \{w, l(w), t(w)\}$, where $l(w)$ and $t(w)$ denote the number of distinct values (i.e., value’s type) and the sum of value’s quantities associated with keyword $w$, respectively. Under our security notion, the adversary is allowed to make two signatures $S_0, S_1$ for the challenger who randomly selects one of them $S_p, b \in \{0, 1\}$ to generate the EDB. Afterward, the adversary collects leakages from update and search operations. Finally, it decides which signature is used to construct the EDB. We say that a d-DSE scheme is DwVH secure if this signature (chosen by the challenger) is indistinguishable from the adversaries, i.e., negligible advantages on the leakage from distinct values and d-DSE operations to restore volume information.

We let $n$ denote the initial total number of keyword/value pairs in the EDB, and $s$ represents the step $s = 1, 2, ... \text{poly}(\lambda)$. The DwVH security is defined as follows.

#### Definition 5 (DwVH Security) An $L$-adaptive secure d-DSE is called DwVH secure if for all $n \geq 1$ and all adversary $A$ that execute at most $s$ steps, the probability that $A$ outputs 1 in $\text{DwVHGame}^L_{A}(s, n, 0)$ is identical to that in $\text{DwVHGame}^L_{A}(s, n, 1)$. The DwVHGame$^L_{A}(s, n, b)$ is:

1. $A$ generates two signatures $S_0 = \{w, l_0(w), t_0(w)\}_{w \in W}$ and $S_1 = \{w, l_1(w), t_1(w)\}_{w \in W}$, such that:
   - $l_0(w)_{w \in W} < l_1(w)_{w \in W} \leq n$;
   - $t_1(w)_{w \in W} < t_1(w)_{w \in W} \leq n$;
   - $\sum_{w \in W} l_0(w)_{w \in W} = \sum_{w \in W} l_1(w)_{w \in W} = n$.
2. $A$ sends $S_0$ and $S_1$ to the challenger $C$.
3. $C$ computes keyword/value pairs by choosing $l_0(w)$ values for each keyword $w$, and each keyword $w$ corresponds to $l_0(w)$ distinct values.
4. $C$ updates all pairs and sends the corresponding leakages $L_D^{Up}$ to the adversary $A$.
5. $A$ adaptively executes $s$ step. In each step, it can perform:
   - Update query: $A$ adaptively performs the $i$-th update query about the step’s keyword $w_i$.
   - Search query: $A$ adaptively performs the $i$-th search query about $w_i$, and $C$ computes and returns $L_D^{Up}$.
6. $A$ adjusts the $b$ input and outputs a bit $b' \in \{0, 1\}$.

Compared to the volume-hiding definitions [42], d-DSE can fight against adversaries who enable challengers to adaptively perform update and search operations. The aim of the DwVH security is to show that the leakages from the update and distinct search do not reveal which signature is chosen to establish the EDB. In other words, the adaptive adversaries are consistent with our consideration in the FP&BP d-DSE so that they just leverage the d-DSE leakage of update and distinct search.

### 4 High Level of d-DSE Designed EDB

This section illustrates the practical application of d-DSE in bolstering foundational queries in EDB systems. We introduce the d-DSE query model, which encompasses update, distinct keyword, keyword, and join queries, effectively covering the
4.1 Apply to EDB system

The high-level of d-DSE design EDB. \( \Sigma_{T_1,x}(w_1) \) and \( \mathcal{E}_{T_1,y}(v_1) \) denote that the keyword \( w_1 \) and value \( v_1 \) in table column \( T_1,x \) and \( T_1,y \) are encrypted by \( \Sigma \) and \( \mathcal{E} \) with a counter \( c \), respectively. Like [45, 46], Fig. 1 depicts that \( d \)-DSE based EDB leverages the EDB-proxy architecture, including:

- **EDB Storage** \((EDB)\) organizes encrypted data into the table collection \( T = \{T_1,...,T_N\} \) on disk. Each \( T_i \) (e.g., \( T_1,x \)) is represented by columns \( T_i,x,* \) and their respective attribute types (e.g., constant-size string, integer, etc.). Tables include rows, where each row corresponds to the encrypted record \( r = (\Sigma_{T_1,x}(w), \mathcal{E}_{T_1,y}(v),... ) \) manufactured by the \( d \)-DSE query model.

- **d-DSE query model** includes a series of \( d \)-DSE constructions that support the following: (1) the translation from the functional equivalent syntax \( SS = (syn, m) \) to the token \( t \), where \( syn \) specifies the construction name, \( m \) includes the message of \( T,x,* \), and numeric or text data, and \( t \) contains the encrypted data generated from \( SS \); (2) the response program for the EDB controller to perform the related construction operations (i.e., row insertion/deletion and selection) on \( EDB \) via the concatenation of the encrypted data and the name \( t \). We construct update, (distinct) keyword, and join query for the \( d \)-DSE query model (see the following subsections).

- **Query Planner** processes queries and forwards results. For a query \( q \), the planner does the following: (1) extracts it to \( SS \) (see the example in Fig. 1); (2) forwards \( SS \) to the translation; (3) receives the \( t \); (4) forwards the \( t || syn, \) to the EDB Controller and waits for response;

- **EDB Controller** processes the \( t || syn, \) and replies the corresponding results. Specifically, it follows operations from the response program to update rows in \( EDB \) and to copy encrypted data from \( EDB \) to the controller’s memory for selection. We call the replicated encrypted data as \( EDBC \). The EDB Controller works as: (5) forwards \( t || syn, \) to the response program; (6) follows the operations to update/select rows; (7) returns the operation results.

We leverage the EDB-proxy architecture as described in [45, 46] to map the original SQL syntax into a series of \( d \)-DSE tokens. This approach enables us to thoroughly analyze potential leakages within the \( N \)-size \( SS \) sequence (i.e., \( SS = (SS_1,...,SS_N) \)) through the \( d \)-DSE query model. Our \( d \)-DSE query model can attain a one-for-all volume-hiding capability within EDB systems. We note that later, we omit the subscript when describing a query in a table (e.g., \( T \)).

4.2 Update Queries

We start with the basic update queries on table \( T \), e.g.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{INSERT INTO} & \ T \ (T_1,x,T_2,y) \ \text{VALUE} \ (w,v) \\
\implies SS_{ins} & = (syn_{ins}, (T_1,x,w,T_2,y))
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DELETE FROM} & \ T \ \text{WHERE} \ T_1,x = w \ \text{AND} \ T_2,y = v \\
\implies SS_{del} & = (syn_{del}, (T_1,x,w,T_2,y)).
\end{align*}
\]

We can convert this syntax \( SS_{ins}/SS_{del} \) to the \( d \)-DSE Update protocol, which works for \( T \) (initialized by \( d \)-DSE Setup protocol) and receives keyword, value, and ‘INSERT’/‘DELETE’ command as the \( (w,v,op) \) input from the Query Planner. We generate the update token through the Update protocol to append/delete the encrypted keyword and value in the corresponding row in \( T \), i.e., \( (\Sigma_{T_1,x}(w), \mathcal{E}_{T_2,y}(v)) \), for subsequent distinct keyword queries. Note that we use the client’s state \( st \) to mark deleted rows on \( EDB \) and then process deletion in batch for queries on \( EDBC \).

Note that one should not separately analyze the leakage from the \( N \)-size update sequence (i.e., \( op_n = ((u_1,op_1),..(u_N,op_N)) \), where \( u_n \) is the timestamp) since it is further refined by the leakage (Update(w), see Sec. 3.3) from search queries in the EDB system (see Sec 4.3).

4.3 Distinct Keyword Queries

A distinct keyword query retrieves distinct values from the column \( T_1,y \) of table \( T \) that corresponds to keyword \( w \) in column \( T_1,x \), i.e:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SELECT DISTINCT} & \ T_1,y \ \text{FROM} \ T \ \text{WHERE} \ T_1,x = w \\
\implies SS_{darch} & = (syn_{darch}, (T_1,T_1,x,w,T_1,y)).
\end{align*}
\]

Like [15,27], the \( d \)-DSE Search protocol can implement \( SS_{darch} \) by viewing \( w \) in \( T_1,x \) as keywords and data in \( T_1,y \) as values. \( d \)-DSE should allocate a local memory as Distinct
State $\sigma^0$ to control the Update and Search protocols. For generating tokens $t_i$ from $SS$, the Update and Search protocols should separately employ the Distinct Classifier and Distinct Constraint to pre-process $SS$ in translation (Fig. 1):

- **Distinct Classifier** identifies whether the $(w,v,op)$ from update queries is represented as distinct in retrieval, and subsequently, it tags the modified input.
- **Distinct Constraint** generates the constrained key for distinct search queries that limits the retrieval of distinct values from $T_x$ based on $w$ in $T_x$.

We refer to this construction as d-KW-dSE (distinct Keyword queries from d-dSE).  

We notice that finding distinct values in a table requires a huge storage cost to store their state (i.e., distinct or repetitive). At the same time, the rows in a table do not support records that represent delete operations (e.g., the addition & deletion list of file-identifiers [20]). To this end, we apply the Bloom Filter (BF) to minimize local storage costs and the Symmetric Revocable Encryption (SRE) to enable non-interactive deletion. Our scheme for d-KW-dSE is elaborated in Sec. 5.

**Leakage analysis on d-KW-dSE.** We represent a N-size sequence of distinct keyword queries as $q_{dis} = (i, w)$, including the sequence of table name $i \in i$ for $T_i$ and searched keyword $w \in w$, respectively. Akin to [24], in the EDB perspective, the leakage function [6, 8, 13] of d-KW-dSE is:

$$L_{d\text{-}dSE\text{-}q_{dis}} = \left[ (i_1, L_{dis}^w(w_1)) \ldots (i_N, L_{dis}^w(w_N)) \right],$$

where $t_i$ represents the token from $w$.  

Similar to [15], the replacement of the Search protocol is carried out in a black-box manner. We gain the ability to detect and examine all the leakages present in the EDB, which stem from the search leakage in d-dSE.

To the best of our knowledge, passive [60] and active [64] attacks both source patterns revealed from the leakage function. We propose volumetric information [60] for d-KW-dSE:

- **Update length pattern**, denoted as $ulen(w) = |\text{Update}(w)|$ in $L_{dSE}^w(w)$, outputs the number of updates made on keyword $w$.
- **Distinct response length pattern**, denoted as $drlen(w) = |\text{TimeDTS}(w)|$, outputs value’s type matching keyword $w$.
- **Query equality pattern** (a.k.a. search pattern), denoted as $qeq(w_i, w_j) = 1$ if $w_i = w_j$, indicates whether two queries are targeting the same keyword. The predicate $1(*)$ outputs 1 for $w_i = w_j$ and 0 otherwise.

We state that d-KW-dSE does not have the insert/delete length pattern due to the type-2 BP of d-dSE. The file volume and response similarity pattern are both related to file retrieval instead of the constant-size distinct values protected by FP&BP.

**Potential attacks on d-KW-dSE.** d-KW-dSE does not possess file volume (size) pattern leveraged by BVA [64] in injection attacks. For LAA, we find it difficult to perform similar volumetric attacks as in DSE [60]. Based on DwVH security, the value’s quantity can express arbitrary distribution and integrate into the $ulen(w)$ of each keyword. Meanwhile, $drlen(w)$ does not reveal the sum of the value’s quantities matching $w$, leading to the absence of the linear relationship between $drlen(w)$ and $ulen(w)$ [60].

### 4.4 Keyword Queries

The most common keyword query retrieves values from column $T_y$ for a keyword $w$ in $T_x$:

\[ \text{SELECT } T_y \text{ FROM } T \text{ WHERE } T_x = w \]

$$\leftarrow SS_{tech} = (syn_{tech}(T, (T_x, w, T_y))).$$

The $SS_{tech}$ is implemented by d-KW-dSE along with certain client computations. Specifically, the client allocates a hash table to map the keyword $w$ with the vector $d$ constructed from $(w,v,op)$ input. The dimensions of $d$ record the value’s quantities in the value’s numerical (or lexicographical for string) order. We can first obtain the encrypted distinct values on column $T_x$ through d-KW-dSE, decrypt them, and finally restore each value’s quantity through $d$ in their aforementioned order. The order from d-KW-dSE can also help us to insert/auto-increment/delete a dimension in $d$ for new/repetitive/deleted $(w,v)$ input when updating encrypted data. We call this construction as KW-dSE (Keyword queries from d-dSE), which is a practical approach with $O(W)$ local storage cost to clients [2, 4, 20]. Note that this approach enables record recovery by treating duplicated records copied from multiple columns’ data as values.

**Leakage analysis on KW-dSE.** The KW-dSE and d-KW-dSE are identical except for the hash map on the honest client. For a keyword query sequence $q_{kw} = (i, w)$, the leakage function of KW-dSE is:

$$L_{KW-dSE\text{-q}_{kw}} = L_{d-KW-dSE\text{-q}_{kw}}.$$ 

**Potential attacks on KW-dSE.** The potential attacks are identical to those on d-KW-dSE, as the equation captures the same leakage function.

### 4.5 Join Queries

We implement the join query [24] between the foreign-key and primary-key, which is the fundamental query type for relational databases. A simple join query of two tables $T_1$/$T_2$ on the foreign-primary key $T_{1.z} = T_{2.z}$ returns all values on $T_2.y$ from $T_1$ and $T_2$ that agree on $T_{1.z} = T_{2.z}$ & $T_{1.x} = w$, i.e.,

\[ \text{SELECT } T_{2.y} \text{ FROM } T_1 \text{ JOIN } T_2 \text{ ON } T_{1.z} = T_{2.z} \text{ WHERE } T_{1.x} = w \]

$$\leftarrow SS_{join} = (syn_{join}(T_1, T_2, (T_{1.x}, w, T_{1.z}, (T_{2.z}, 0, T_{2.y})))).$$ 

It is straightforward to use multi KW-dSE to capture the $SS_{join}$. We encrypt $T_2$ with one KW-dSE $T_2^{KW-dSE}$ between column $T_{2.y}$ and $T_{2.z}$ and $T_1$ with another $T_1^{KW-dSE}$.
between $T_1.z$ and $T_1.x$. For the join query, we first invoke $\tau_{KW-dDSE}$ to get values $v$ in $T_1.z$ corresponding to $w$ in $T_1.x$. Then we utilize $T_2^{KW-dDSE}$ to search values on $T_2.y$ by results from $T_1^{KW-dDSE}$. We call this construction as JOIN-dDSE (JOIN queries from $d$-DSE).

Leakage analysis on JOIN-dDSE. We find that the leakage of JOIN-dDSE on the EDB is caused by the process from $T_1^{KW-dDSE}$ and $T_2^{KW-dDSE}$. Since a join query consists of multi KW-dDSE processes (referred to the join equation), the leakage function of JOIN-dDSE for a sequence of join queries $q_{join} = (i, j, w)$ is:

$$L_{JOIN-dDSE}(q_{join}) = L_{KW-dDSE}(i, w) \cdot L_{KW-dDSE}(j, v_i),$$

where $v_i$ is the value of $l$ dimension in $v$, $j$ is the sequence of the second table name (i.e., $T_2$), and $|||^{\Pi}$ denotes concatenating the sequence of each value performing KW-dDSE on $T_j$.

Different from $L_{KW-dDSE}$, $L_{JOIN-dDSE}$ has an apparent search sequence between $T_1$ and $T_2$. To perform KW-dDSE on $T_j$, the keyword $w$ in $L_{JOIN-dDSE}$ can query the same $v$, revealing that they have previously searched the same value in $T_i$.

Potential attacks on JOIN-dDSE. Although JOIN-dDSE resists volumetric attack inherited from KW-dDSE, it additionally leaks a ‘generalized’ access pattern [6] and reveals the co-occurrence matrix [36, 39] in certain situations (e.g., the plain dataset is partially exposed). To reduce the leakage, one could use the oblivious join [11, 35] through indistinguishable join access, which heavily depends on Oblivious RAM (ORAM) and Bitonic-Sorted Network.

5 The BF-SRE Scheme

We describe the $d$-DSE scheme BF-SRE based on the Bloom Filter (BF), Symmetric Revocable Encryption (SRE), and the Forward Private DSE (FP-DSE) scheme for $d$-KW-dDSE. Inspired by AURA [53], the retrieval of BF-SRE is exactly the encrypted distinct values, which brings benefits for subsequent token execution. The security analysis depicts that BF-SRE attains FP-PB and DwVH security. The scheme also achieves non-interactive deletion and the sub-linear search.

Symmetric Revocable Encryption (SRE) [53]: (1) SRE.$KGen(\lambda)$ outputs the master secret key $msk = (sk, D)$ from the security parameter $\lambda$, where $sk$ and $D$ are the secret key and revocation structure, respectively; (2) SRE.$Enc(msk, s, t)$ outputs the ciphertext $ct$ from $msk$, message $s$, and the tag $t$; (3) SRE.$Comp(D, t)$ compresses $t$ into the revocation structure $D$ and outputs the new one $D';$ (4) SRE.$ckRev(sk, D)$ takes as input $sk$ and $D$ and outputs $sk^t$; (5) SRE.$Dec(sk^t, ct)$ decrypts $ct$ via $sk^t$ if the related tag is not in $D$ for $sk_R$.

Fig. 2 shows the Update and Search protocol of BF-SRE. BF-SRE uses BF for storing the Distinct State and the FP-DSE $\Sigma_{add}$ to upload modified keyword/value pairs, while the SRE is used to revoke tags associated with deleted or repetitive values in the EDB. In Update protocol, the BF determines the real or dummy tag generation for SRE ciphertexts based on the first or repetitive inputs, respectively. The SRE ciphertext is uploaded with real tags if the BF outputs “false.” Otherwise, BF-SRE uploads the SRE ciphertext with a dummy tag manufactured by revoking the corresponding SRE key. In the Search stage, if the SRE ciphertext is unrevoked, it will be decrypted by the constrained sub-key from SRE. Finally, the returned symmetric ciphertexts are decrypted locally.

The combination of BF and SRE can sufficiently deal with large-scale datasets, even for those with table structures. According to the BF required bit size $b = -n \ln p/(\ln 2)^2$, where $n$ and $p$ are the maximum count and the tolerated false-positive probability, BF can expense a small storage cost to record whether keyword/value/op pairs appear (e.g., for $n = 2^{30}$ and $p = 10^{-5}$, $b$ size is just 3MB [53]).

5.1 BF-SRE Description

Protocol 1 BF-SRE: Setup, bold lines 2-3 are Distinct State.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Setup(\lambda):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Initialize the SRE scheme (EDB, $\sigma$, $K_0$) $\rightarrow \Sigma_{add}, Setup(\lambda)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Initialize the Bloom Filter H. $B = \Phi_{Gen}(\lambda)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Initialize empty maps M, SRE, UpCnt, C, D, EDBCache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Randomly generate keys $K_s, K_d, K_c \leftarrow {0, 1}^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: Send EDB and the cache EDB_cache to the server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Setup.** The Setup protocol generates the encrypted database EDB, its internal state $\sigma$, secret key $K_0$ from a FP-DSE scheme $\Sigma_{add}$, and constructs secret keys $K_s, K_d, K_c$, the BF hash collection $H$, the BF bit array $B$, and four empty maps $M$, $SRE$, $UpCnt$, $C$, $D$. The $K_s$ is used to encrypt values. The $K_d$ generates the cache token $tkn$ to get previous search results from the cache EDB (EDB_cache). The $K_c$ is used to generate tags from inputs and $UpCnt$. The $C$ counts the search on each $w$. The $M$ and $D$ are used to store each master key and revoked key structure associated keyword $w$, respectively.

**Update.** This protocol updates the EDB with the new internal state. At lines 1-7, the client loads the internal state on keyword $w$. At line 8, the client uses PRF to generate tags $t$. At line 9, the client uses the symmetric encryption to generate the retrieval $s$ from the value $v$ and the unique count $cnr$. At lines 10 and 22, the
Protocol 2 BF-SRE: Update, bold lines 11-19 are the Distinct Classifier.

Update([Kc, st, op, (w, v)]; EDB):
Client:
1: Read msk, D, i, and cnt from MSK[w], D[w], C[w], and UpCnt[w], respectively.
2: if msk is not initialized then
3: Set msk ← SRE.KGen(λ), where msk = (sk, D)
4: Set MSK[w] ← msk, D[w] ← D
5: Set UpCnt[w] ← 0, C[w] ← 0
6: Set cnt ← 1, UpCnt[w] ← cnt
7: end if
8: Gen. the real/dummy tags t ← F(Kc, w)|w|0, l ← F(Kc, w)|v|cnt
9: Gen. the retrieval tag s ← E(Kc, v)|cnt
10: if op = add then
11: if Φ.Check(H, B, r) is false then
12: Update BF Φ.Update(H, B, r)
13: end if
14: Insert the EDB Σadd.Update([Kc, add, w][i], (r, t); EDB)
15: else
16: ct ← SRE.Enc(msk, s, l)
17: Insert the EDB Σadd.Update([Kc, add, w][i], (r, t); EDB)
18: Puncture the dummy tag D′ ← SRE.Complement(D, l), D[w] ← D′
19: end if
20: else
21: Puncture the real tag D′ ← SRE.Complement(D, t), D[w] ← D′
22: end if
23: UpCnt[w] ← cnt + 1

The client chooses to generate ciphertext or revoke the SRE key according to the input operation (‘add’ or ‘del’). For addition, at line 11, the client executes the Distinct Classifier program to check whether the w|v input appears for the first time. If so, the client updates the BF, generates SRE ciphertexts ct tagged t as the encrypted ciphertexts, and uploads them to the instance of DSE. Otherwise, the client generates dummy SRE ciphertexts, revokes the corresponding revoked key structure D, and uploads the dummy encrypted ciphertexts. For deletion, at line 21, the client revokes the SRE key structure corresponding to the tag t of the first input w|v. At line 23, the client updates the count UpCnt[w] for keyword w.

Protocol 3 BF-SRE: Search, bold lines 3-4 are the Distinct Constraint.

Search([Kc, w]; st; EDB):
Client:
1: Read i, sk, and D from C[w], MSK[w], and D[w], respectively.
2: if i is not valid, then i = i + 1
3: skg ← SRE.ckRev(sk, D)
4: Send (skg, D) and tkn = F(Kc, w) to the server
5: msk = (sk, D) ← SRE.KGen(λ)
6: Renew C[w] ← i + 1, MSK[w] ← msk, D[w] ← D
7: Client and Server;
8: Run Σadd.Search([Kc, w][i], (t, i); EDB), and the server gets the list L = ((ct1, t1), (ct2, t2), ... (cnt, tn))
9: Set the new value list NV ← 0
10: for j ∈ [1, f] do
11: Get the encrypted value Vj ← SRE.Dec((skg, D), ctj, tj)
12: if Vj is true then
13: Update NV ← NV Vj
14: else
15: end if
16: Delete this ciphertext in EDB
17: end for
18: Retrieve cache OV ← EDB.cache[tkn]
19: Return S ← NV [∪ OV], and update EDB.cache[tkn] ← S
Client:
20: Extract each symmetric cipher x from S, and decrypt the u to get the value v from
21: v[|ct ← D(Kc, s) as the search result

Search. The Search protocol finds the ciphertexts by keyword w and returns the distinct values. At lines 1-4, the client reads internal state, computes the Distinct Constraint program to get the SRE revoked key skg and the cache token tkn, and sends them to the server. At lines 5-6, the client renews the internal state for the next search on w. At line 7, the client and server run the Search protocol of Σadd, and then the server gets the search list L. At lines 8-16, the server uses the skg to decrypt each ct in list L and remains the symmetric ciphertexts from the unrevoked SRE ciphertext. At line 17, the server retrieves previous results from the encrypted database cache EDB.cache by tkn. At lines 18-19, the client obtains the search result S from the server and decrypts all symmetric ciphertexts to get the distinct values.

Remark on BF-SRE. To simplify the explanation, we illustrate the situation of retrieving distinct values from the specified column T.y based on the searched keyword in T.x. To retrieve distinct values on other columns in T, we do the following: (1) extend the value input as a vector (i.e., v to v); (2) expand the dimension of B (i.e., B[w] to B[w, 1]) to record more state on other columns; (3) expand the dimension of D (i.e., D[w, 1]) for their corresponding revoked key structure; and (4) finally extend ct. After that, we switch to the right column’s revoked key structure in D[w, 1] for distinct values on arbitrary columns in T. More functional extensions for BF-SRE are possible through replacing Σadd with other FP-DSE schemes like range search [67].

5.2 Analysis on BF-SRE

Correctness. The BF-SRE scheme uses the FP-DSE to upload the modified keyword/value pairs in encrypted databases. With the polynomial-time algorithm of the PRF F, it always outputs a tkn from Kc. The BF’s possibility of losing correctness is false positive and acceptable [53]. Hence, our scheme can correctly update and search distinct values.

Security Analysis. BF-SRE securely generates the ciphertexts, search tokens attached to the FP-DSE, the SRE, the PRF, and the symmetric encryption. As for the Update stage, the client modifies the input by UpCnt and the Distinct State, and the ciphertext is uploaded by the FP-DSE Σadd. With regard to the Search stage, the client uploads the revoked SRE key to exactly retrieve the values attached to the real tags, which does not show auxiliary information about the volume.

Theorem 1 (Adaptive Security of BF-SRE) Let F (the PRF) with a specific key be modelled as the random oracle Hf. Let D = (Lt, Lop, Lopent, Lsrfc) be defined as:

\[ L^{L_{op}}(w, v, op) = \text{add} \]

\[ L_{srfc}(w) = sp(w), \quad \text{TimeTST}(w), \quad \text{Update}(w), \]

BF-SRE is Lop-adaptively-secure.

Proof Sketch. The proof is conducted in the game hop like AURA [53]. We gradually replace the real cryptographic tools
used in the BF-SRE scheme with the bookkeeping tables or the corresponding simulators and obtain the BF-SRE simulator. The addition list \( L_{\text{add}} \) and the deletion set \( D \) are used in the \( \mathcal{L}^{\text{Srch}} \) leakage function to retrieve the search result. We note that the BF determines the workflow of the simulator and does not affect the indistinguishability between each game hop.

**Theorem 2 (DwVH Security of BF-SRE)** The leakage function of BF-SRE \( L_D = (L^{\text{Upt}}, L^{\text{Srch}}) \) is Distinct with Volume-Hiding.

**Proof Sketch.** The proof is analyzed from the leakage in the BF-SRE forward and backward privacy. To prove that \( L_D \) is Distinct with Volume-Hiding, we need to construct two signatures with the same size and the upper bound of maximum volume. Note that \( L^{\text{Upt}} \) consists of the addition operations, and \( L^{\text{Srch}} \) includes value's type and timestamps of updates. The \( L^{\text{Srch}} \) is independent of the input keyword/value pairs because the real and dummy tags generation can always maintain identical response on value’s type under the two signatures. Therefore, the leakage function reveals nothing about the volume. Both proofs are given in Appendix E.

**Complexity.** In the Setup stage, BF-SRE spends a constant time initializing \( \Sigma_{\text{add}} \), internal state, and secret keys. In the Update stage, it consumes a constant time to update the internal state, execute \( \Sigma_{\text{add}} \), test the BF, and generate ciphertexts. Hence, the Update protocol computation complexity is \( O(1) \) with a one-way interaction and an \( O(1) \) length ciphertext. In the Search stage, BF-SRE spends a constant time performing \( \Sigma_{\text{add}} \) and spends \( O(n_v) \) time on search results, where \( n_v \) denotes all ciphertexts found by \( \Sigma_{\text{add}} \). Hence, the Search protocol computation complexity is set as \( O(n_v) \) with a one-way interaction, where \( n_v \) denotes the number of returned distinct values.

### 5.3 Optimization

In BF-SRE, the cryptographic tools determine the actual computation and communication costs. Recall that in the Search protocol, BF-SRE uses the DSE scheme to find all matched ciphertexts. A possible solution to improve the efficiency of the Search is to leverage the parallel Forward Private DSE [30, 33].

On the other hand, the SRE decryption affects the efficiency of finding the distinct values. In practice, SRE requires significant computational cost to determine the derived sub-key corresponding to SRE ciphertext. Fortunately, we can identify and implement the Greedy and Default optimization for the SRE decryption:

- **Greedy:** Temporarily store the sub-keys that are not applied in the previous SRE decryption and try using them in subsequent decryption. In practice, we can use a stack to store unused sub-keys, enabling a systematic approach to ejecting the keys one by one for the decryption of SRE ciphertexts. After decryption, the used sub-keys are discarded, while the (new) derivatives are added to the stack.
- **Default:** Pre-compute the sub-key space size of SRE decryption through the keyword frequency in the target dataset. In practice, we can utilize the estimated keyword frequencies, which are close to the real ones [55], to set the appropriate limitation of revoke operation corresponding to each keyword. After that, SRE decryption reduces the total computation of sub-keys, thereby achieving faster decryption speed.

Note we combine the two optimizations for BF-SRE.

### 6 Evaluation

We first introduce datasets with different keyword/value distributions and experimental setup. Then, we evaluate the comparison between BF-SRE and MITRA* [20], AURA [53], SEAL [15], and ShieldDB [55]. Our scheme, under equivalent security parameters, exhibits comparable time costs and significant communication improvement. Our codes are publicly available in https://github.com/jd89j12dsa/dsse.

#### 6.1 Dataset

**Chicago Crimes Reports.** The Crime dataset is suitable for keyword/value pairs (in the context of SQL and EDB) [9, 15]. It includes 7,989,987 keyword/value pairs extracted from the reports (spanning from 1-1-1999 to 2-4-2024). We use street names and the corresponding IUCR codes as keywords and values in the Crime table, respectively. For testing join queries, we extract the whole IUCR table to search the PRIMARY_DESCRIPTION by IUCR codes from the Crime results.

**Wikipedia.** This is a large-scale document dataset for DSE evaluation [12, 33]. Through the Wikipedia extractor and Python NLTK package [33], we collect 4,565,948 pairs in our table structure, and we aim to find the distinct words by document names.

**Enron.** Enron email dataset [33, 65] stores the texts converted from its email system. We use NLTK package and Porterstemmer [47] to extract 5,190,199 pairs, aiming to identify distinct words through email names.

Fig. 3 illustrates the number of keyword/value pairs associated with each keyword in descending order. We count the number of all keyword/value pairs as **Keyword Volume.** The repetitive-percentage/keyword-space/highest-keyword-volume of the Crime, Wikipedia, and Enron dataset are 80.15%/63,659/16,644, 42.04%/10,000/9,738, and 45.53%/16,241/26,946, respectively.

#### 6.2 Experimental Setup

Our test platform is Intel® Xeon Gold 5120 CPU @ 2.20GHz, 128GB, Dell RERC H730 Adp SCSI Disk Device, Windows Server 2016 Standard. In our Python (v3.60) code, we utilize

---

3This dataset is available at: https://data.cityofchicago.org/

4The Wikipedia: https://dumps.wikimedia.org/ 

5Enron email dataset:https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
the PYmysql package to perform at most 100 parallel queries on MySQL (Ver 14.14 Distrib 5.7.33).

We first compare the performance of BF-SRE with MITRAP and AURAP. Note BF-SRE uses DIANA [4] as the Forward Private DSE implementation. Our implementation makes Python modules from the SRE [53] source code with the greedy and default optimization mentioned in Sec. 5.3. We also implement MITRAP and AURAP from MITRA* [20] and AURA [53], along with the SEAL’s adjustable padding strategy [15] for fair comparisons. Specifically, when initializing the EDB, we ensure that MITRAP and AURAP pad each keyword with dummy pairs until the volume of each keyword reaches the exponentiation of $x = 4$, respectively. For correctness, we prepare a translation map between keyword/value pairs and keyword/id pairs to restore search results mentioned in Sec. 1.

Then, we test the time and communication costs of BF-SRE, SEAL, and ShieldDB when processing queries in SQL syntax. SEAL is implemented through the tree-based ORAM [20] with the factor $a = 20, x = 4$. For ShieldDB in NL mode ($\alpha = 256$), we transform keyword/value datasets to the related file dataset and further compose keyword clusters uploading the stream data. We say that they can perform the queries via our basic Query Planner established from the PYmysql package and the transformation in Sec. 1.

### 6.3 Compare with DSE

For BF-SRE, AURAP, and MITRAP, we document total/client search time, communication, and highest-volume keyword search time costs in deletion. Based on the equation in Sec. 5, the BF’s size reaches an appropriate setting to delete on the highest-volume keyword, preserving the correctness of BF-SRE and AURAP.

---

6.3.1 Search performance

**Total search time and communication costs.** Fig. 4 illustrates that BF-SRE significantly outperforms AURAP and MITRAP in time and communication costs when the Keyword Volume $> 10^3$. Particularly, with regards to time costs, in Fig. 4c, BF-SRE exhibits a slower increase in cost, extending up to 8.25 seconds. This is more efficient, with a 4.12x and 29.27x reduction in time compared to AURAP and MITRAP. Meanwhile, the communication costs for BF-SRE are 83.82 KB with 15.27x and 30.54x advantage over AURAP and MITRAP. Both compared DSE schemes display significant ladder-like increases in communication costs. All trends of Fig. 4a, 4b, 4c have similar increments. This result shows that the padding strategy requires AURAP to initialize the large size BF to log the deletion of dummy pairs, while MITRAP has to perform more "clean-up" operations (i.e., removing deleted pairs and re-encrypting the remaining pairs).

---

**Figure 5:** Comparison of search time costs of BF-SRE, AURAP, and MITRAP on client without deletion.

**Search time cost on client.** Fig. 5 shows that BF-SRE outperforms MITRAP and presents a small advantage over AURAP. For example, in Fig. 5a, the cost gap between BF-SRE and AURAP is roughly 0.64-0.03s. We state that BF-SRE does not process dummy data while searching, thereby improving the client’s performance.

**Highest-Volume (HV) Search time costs.** Fig. 6 provides
the fact that BF-SRE is well-perform across all datasets. We notice that the costs associated with BF-SRE exhibit a slight increase in correlation with the rise in the deletion percentage. In Fig. 6b,6c, the costs slowly increase from 2.96s and 8.14s to 4.97s and 10.02s, respectively. The costs of MITRA\textsuperscript{p} climb up abruptly as its deletion requires traversing and re-encrypting all dummy data (under padding). AURA\textsuperscript{p} presents a declining cost trend on the costs but still cannot outperform BF-SRE. In Fig. 6c, the cost of AURA\textsuperscript{p} decreases from 34.31s to 15.33s since the deletion operations indirectly reduce its cost on decryption key generation.

### 6.3.2 Update performance

We compare update time costs for BF-SRE, AURA\textsuperscript{p}, and MITRA\textsuperscript{p}. Due to AURA\textsuperscript{p} and MITRA\textsuperscript{p} inheriting the batch update of padding strategies, we record the costs based on Keyword Volume. For BF-SRE, we record the average addition cost of all pairs associated with the keyword at a specific Keyword Volume. We also record the client storage cost when adding keyword/value pairs in the sequence of Keyword No. In other words, for the Crime dataset, we add the corresponding pairs in the order of Keyword No.1 to No.63659 shown in Fig. 3a.

**Update time costs.** Fig. 7 depicts that the costs of BF-SRE are at the same magnitude in all datasets. BF-SRE yields linear costs that grow in proportion to the Keyword Volume, while the AURA\textsuperscript{p} and MITRA\textsuperscript{p} both experience step-wise increases. In detail, for Fig. 7a, the costs of BF-SRE, AURA\textsuperscript{p}, and MITRA\textsuperscript{p} climb from 1.52·10\textsuperscript{-3}s, 2.72·10\textsuperscript{-4}s, and 8.8·10\textsuperscript{-5}s to 7.62s, 29.24s, and 1.94s, respectively. Both AURA\textsuperscript{p} and MITRA\textsuperscript{p} have the mutation at the Keyword Volume of 4096 and 15868, which is due to the use of SEAL’s adjustable padding.

**Client storage costs.** Fig. 8 illustrates that the costs for BF-SRE fall between those of AURA\textsuperscript{p} and MITRA\textsuperscript{p} in all datasets.

Due to the *Default* optimization, the BF-SRE costs eventually trend toward MITRA\textsuperscript{p}, roughly 1.47x less than AURA\textsuperscript{p} in Fig. 8a, 8b, 8c, respectively. In Fig. 8a, AURA\textsuperscript{p} exhibits noticeable inflections when the sequence of Keyword No. reaches 899, 9192, and 23351 (corresponding to Keyword Volumes of 1023, 255 and 63) due to the SEAL’s adjustable padding.

### 6.4 Compare with Padding Strategy

We test the time and communication costs for keyword and join queries in SQL syntax. As mentioned in Sec. 4, we first set up the constructions of BF-SRE, SEAL, and ShieldDB, respectively. Then, we use the Query Planner to extract original queries for each construction to retrieve values from the EDB.

For join queries, we use the Crime dataset to test time and communication costs about its Keyword Volume. We use Query Planner to request retrieving the relevant IUCR code through keyword (street name, see Sec. 6.1) in the Crime table, and then leverage each IUCR code result to find the PRIMARY\_DESCRIPTION in the IUCR table. Finally, we let the planner restore the query combined from the two-stage results and log the related costs.

**Keyword query time cost.** Fig. 9 presents the costs of BF-SRE, SEAL, and ShieldDB. From the query results covering the entire keyword space, we see that BF-SRE provides advantage, nearly 10.89-180x, for SEAL when the Keyword Volume > 10\textsuperscript{3}. Its cost slightly exceeds that of ShieldDB when the Keyword Volume is greater than 4728, 4219, and 2712 in the Crime, Wikipedia, and Enron dataset, respectively. From our analyze, the numbers of keywords below these thresholds are accounted for approximately 95.0%, 96.5%, and 98.5%, revealing that the BF-SRE’s cost is competitive among large keyword spaces. Note that some ‘spikes’ come from batch read operations [20] and cache retrieval [55] in SEAL and ShieldDB, respectively.

**Keyword query communication costs.** In Fig. 10, BF-SRE consumes much less communication costs than the padding strategies. Specifically, it reduces the highest-volume keyword cost up to 53.14x, 6.36x, and 15.27x on the Crime, Wikipedia, and Enron dataset, respectively. We recall that BF-SRE mainly concentrates on the retrieval of the values, while the padding has to deal with the dummy data.

**Join query cost.** Fig. 11 shows that BF-SRE performs the
SQL Comm. cost (KB)
SQL time cost (s)
Figure 9: Comparison of the SQL time cost for keyword queries on BF-SRE, SEAL, and ShieldDB.

Figure 10: Comparison of the SQL communication cost for keyword queries on BF-SRE, SEAL, and ShieldDB.

Figure 11: Comparison of time and communication costs for SQL join queries on Crime.

Best in the Crime dataset. Compared to executing SQL keyword queries, BF-SRE does not require a significant rise in the metrics. In contrast, SEAL and ShieldDB repeatedly eliminate the dummy data from the IUCR table locally, thereby sharply increasing their costs. The costs associated with BF-SRE are roughly 26.6x lower than those of ShieldDB w.r.t. the highest-volume keyword.

When considering overall costs, BF-SRE stands as a competitive performer in comparison to trivial-transformed instances from DSE. Moreover, it provides comparable time costs to the padding strategies while delivering significant advantages. It demonstrates the ability to efficiently handle various search queries and offers practical communication costs under the tested security parameters.

7 Discussions

Dataset. We notice that there are still a few datasets that have been used for DSE evaluations, e.g., Apache Lucene [64]. We can apply them to locate distinct words by document names, similar to the approach used in Wikipedia or Enron. We argue that using these datasets will not seriously affect the performance of our proposals because Crime/Wikipedia/Enron has a familiar data distribution to other table/document/email datasets [33].

Highest-volume keyword search in deletion. One may argue that using "highest-volume keyword" may not yield extensive results. It is important to note that the search results obtained from representative keywords exhibit minimal fluctuation. This is because the search process for these keywords consumes sufficient time and ensures accurate results. These keywords are more frequently used in practical databases and we use them to clearly highlight the advantage of our proposal. We note that interested readers may choose to use less-frequent keywords in the evaluation.

Other SQL databases. We use MySQL to store the ciphertexts of the EDB. We say that interested readers may use other SQL databases, such as PostgreSQL and Microsoft SQL Server, to implement the d-DSE schemes via the Python interfaces. The parallel capability of SQL databases is not a crucial aspect to consider when choosing among them, as their performance is largely dependent on disk storage.

The d-DSE storage cost. BF-SRE needs more client storage than MITRA, which is required by the underlying SRE revoke structure. We can apply other DSE schemes as building blocks consuming lower client storage.

Threat from access pattern. Similarly to JOIN-d/DSE, d-KW-d/DSE could potentially be vulnerable to access pattern leakage [1], which is a concern associated with practical DSE constructions [12, 14, 43, 53]. In certain scenarios, the retrieval process could involve accessing memory, such as acquiring a constant-size file-identifier from a column, which could inadvertently reveal access patterns. One straightforward strategy to mitigate this issue is to combine d-KW-d/DSE with ORAM [20] to obscure memory access, albeit at extra costs of time and storage. Specifically, we can first retrieve identifiers via d-KW-d/DSE and then employ ORAM to re-
trieve each identifier’s data. When processing queries in batch, we leverage the multi-path ORAM (e.g., OBI [59]) to mitigate the high throughput.

**Against frequency attacks.** Although we mainly focus on volume leakage, a recent research [60] alerts the frequency-matching attack. The success of the attack hinges on the diversity of the query frequency that is exposed in BF-SRE and prior FP&BP DSE schemes [20, 53] through persistent frequency detection. To mitigate the attack, we can apply a general countermeasure - frequency-smoothing - also used in PANCake [21], on the top of $d$-DSE. It is compatible for combining $d$-DSE and frequency smoothing as: 1) they both leverage keyword/value pairs (KV pairs in their description); 2) their contexts (i.e., static and dynamic frequency distributions) are consistent.

**Ciphertext de-duplication.** Recall that ciphertext de-duplication [5, 38, 49, 63] is to eliminate the repetitive ciphertexts. In particular, this approach, inherited from convergent encryption [38], emphasizes the elimination of ciphertexts with identical contents across multiple clients in order to minimize storage costs. But this technique does not focus on ensuring secure value searches.

8 Conclusion

We explore the distinct search and propose $d$-DSE. Following the concept and definition of $d$-DSE, we propose the $d$-DSE designed EDB and develop BF-SRE, which satisfies the forward and backward privacy and DwVH security. We conduct extensive experiments to highlight the practical performance of our designs in run time, communication, storage, and effectiveness on volume leakage.
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Algorithm 2 Bloom Filter

- **Gen(λ)**: It takes λ parsed as two integers b, h ∈ N, and samples a collection of universal hash functions \( H = \{ H_i \}_{i \in [b]} \), where \( H_i : \{0,1\}^* \rightarrow [b] \) denotes a finite set. Finally, it outputs H and an initial b-bit array \( B \leftarrow \emptyset \) with each bit \( B[i] \) for \( i \in [b] \) set to 0.

- **Upd(\( \{H_i\}, B, x \))**: It takes \( \{H_i\} \subseteq \{0,1\}^* \) and an element \( x \in X \), updates the current array \( B \) by setting \( B[H_i(x)] \leftarrow 1 \) for all \( i \in [b] \) and finally outputs the updated \( B \). We use \( B_S \leftarrow Upd(\{H_i\}, B, S) \) to denote the final array after inserting all elements in the set \( S \) one-by-one.

- **Check(H, B, x)**: It takes \( H \), \( B \) and an element \( x \), and checks if \( B[H_i(x)] = 1 \) for all \( j \in [b] \). If true, it outputs 1 and 0 otherwise.

For correctness, a BF is perfectly complete if for all integers \( b, h \in \mathbb{N} \), any set \( S \subseteq X \), and \( (H, B) \leftarrow Gen(\lambda) \) as well as \( B_S \leftarrow Upd(\{H_i\}, B, S) \), it holds: \( \Pr[Check(H, B, x) = 1] = 1 \).

Symmetric Revocable Encryption [53].

**Algorithm 3 Symmetric Revocable Encryption**

- **SRE.Gen(λ)**: It takes a security parameter \( λ \) as input and outputs a master secret key \( sk \in \mathcal{K}_{SRE} \).

- **SRE.Enc(sk, m, T)**: It takes as input a \( sk \) and a message \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) with a list of tags \( T \subseteq T \), and outputs a ciphertext \( ct \) for \( m \) under tags \( T \).

- **SRE.Rev(sk, R)**: It takes as input \( sk \) and a revocation list \( R = \{1, t_1, \ldots, t_k\} \subseteq T \), and outputs a revoked secret key \( sk_R \), which can be used to decrypt only the ciphertext that has no tag belonging to \( R \). For compress revocation, it takes \( D \leftarrow SRE.Comp(D, c) \) to make a revocation data structure \( D \) and takes \( sk_R \leftarrow SRE.KRev sk_R(D) \) to make the revoked secret key \( sk_R \).

- **SRE.Dec(sk_R, ct, T)**: It takes as input \( sk_R \) and \( ct \) encrypted under tags \( T \), and outputs \( m \) or a failure symbol \( \perp \).

For correctness, an SRE scheme is correct if the decryption algorithm returns the correct result for every input of \( sk_R, ct, T \), except with negligible probability. For security, SRE should provide the adaptive security of IND-REV-CPA and the selective security of IND-SREV-CPA [53].

**B DSE**

We notice that the majority of DSE schemes fail to consider the search and retrieval of the distinct values (which is a fundamental feature in relational databases). And none of existing works adequately address distinct search with well-defined security notions. DSE is commonly used for retrieving file-identifiers by keywords [13], and it is assumed that the client does not query the addition of the same pair of keyword and identifier [7, 52]. Kamara et al. [31] conceptualized a database as a collection of files, each represented by a unique identifier. This assumption has been adopted by subsequent works, e.g., [23]. Stefanov et al. [52] used DSE to search the inverted index data structure for keyword/identifier pairs, while Cash et al. [7] revisited definitions from [13] to facilitate the storage of document-type data into databases using DSE. This philosophy has been widely embraced by subsequent works [2, 4, 10, 14, 53, 54, 61]. Xu et al. [62] proposed a robust DSE with an extension of backward security. Chen et al. [12] introduced a solution against key compromise in the context of DSE. Wang et al. [56] proposed a solution for keyword search on multi-writer encrypted databases. Recently, a volume-hiding DSE construction [66] was built on top of a padding strategy called dpfMM [42] (involving a dummy dataset). But its search complexity is proportional to the maximum response length [64].

**C Padding Strategies**

The padding strategy leverages false positive information as a means of performing obfuscation. Cash et al. [6] initially...
proposed padding for keyword search to counter volume leakage. It is important to note that this technique relies on the distribution of the input dataset, making it susceptible to potential leakage even before a search query is initiated. Many works have been proposed to refine the padding [3, 28, 29]. SEAL [15] introduces an adjustable searchable encryption scheme that provides control over the amount of leaked access pattern information. This control is implemented through fine-tuning padding parameters to adjust leakage level. But SEAL does not support update operations, which is impractical in the EDB scenarios. ShieldDB [55] introduces a padding strategy that is explicitly tailored to accommodate a more realistic adversarial model, particularly within the context of databases undergoing continuous updates. This solution requires a large amount of dummy files to perform the padding on the batched data. We highlight that padding strategies, while effectively mitigating volume leakage, come with extra costs, impacting search efficiency and response time of queries. For example, during the initialization stage, they generate dummy data for the encrypted database, which can be computationally intensive, especially for large-scale databases. Padding strategies also tend to increase the amount of data transferred during search operations, thereby raising communication cost.

D Encrypted Databases

Over the past few years, notable efforts have been made in enhancing the security of search operations within encrypted databases. These advancements span a spectrum of dimensions, including bolstering data security, refining security schemes tailored to diverse functionalities, and optimizing the overall design of encrypted databases [18]. Encrypted databases have demonstrated capacity to execute a spectrum of secure functionalities, such as conjunctive search [43], keyword range search [67], and order-revealing encryption [58]. Researchers have leveraged structural encryption (e.g., [27] and [19]), private set intersection [44], private set union [25], and secure hardware [48] to delve into the realm of universal search within encrypted databases.

Table 4: Comparison of related EDBs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EDB</th>
<th>Volume leakage</th>
<th>Tools for Security</th>
<th>Query mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CryptDB [46]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SQL aware Encryption</td>
<td>SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arx [45]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DSE</td>
<td>SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EnclaveDB [48]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>SQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShieldDB [55]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>DSE + Padding</td>
<td>Keyword based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SQL aware encryption used in CryptDB [46] is deterministic, which makes the EDB vulnerable to volumetric attacks. At present, researchers have used trusted hardware (SGX) [48] and DSE [45, 55] to safeguard the EDBs. Tab. 4 shows that current EDBs either overlook volume leakage or strongly rely on padding strategies (with significant storage and communication costs).

E Security analysis for BF-SRE

Theorem 1 (Adaptive Security of BF-SRE) We define 

\[ L_D = \left( L_D^{\text{opt}}, L_D^{\text{tech}} \right) \] as:

\[ L_D^{\text{opt}}(w, v, op) = op \]

\[ L_D^{\text{tech}}(w) = sp(w), \text{TimeDTS}(w), \text{Update}(w). \]

BF-SRE is \( L_D \)-adaptively-secure.

Proof 1 We analyze the indistinguishability between BF-SRE and simulator \( S_{BF-SRE} \), and we use the game hop method to analyze indistinguishability.

Game \( G_0 \). This game is identical with the real BF-SRE:

\[ P \left( \text{Real}^{BF-SRE}_\lambda(\lambda) = 1 \right) = P \left( G_0 = 1 \right). \]

Game \( G_1 \). We replace the calls of \( F \) with random strings. When each time a previous unseen call is input, we select a random output from this range space, and record it in tables Tokens, Tags, and Counts for \( F(K_t, w) \), \( F(K_w, w|v|) \), and \( F(K_t, \text{cut}) \), respectively. Whenever \( F \) is recalled on the same input, the output value is retrieved directly from these tables. The distinguishing advantage between \( G_0 \) and \( G_1 \) is equal to that of PRF against an adversary making at most \( N \) calls to \( F \):

\[ P_1 = P \left( G_1 = 1 \right) - P \left( G_0 = 1 \right) \leq 3 \text{Adv}^{\text{PRF}}_{\Sigma_{add}}(\lambda). \]

Game \( G_2 \). We replace the Forward Private DSE instance \( \Sigma_{add} \) with the associate simulator \( s_{DSE}^{\text{add}} \). To construct this simulator, we use some bookkeeping to keep track of all the Update queries as they come, and postpone all addition and deletion operations to the subsequent Search query. This variant can be done because the additions leak nothing about their contents guaranteed by the forward privacy of \( \Sigma_{add} \) and the obliviousness of deletions to server.

Moreover, a list \( \text{Uphist} \) is initialized and used in this game. The list \( \text{Uphist} \) in fact corresponds to the update history on \( w \) for the scheme \( \Sigma_{add} \) and will be taken as the input of the simulator. The distinguishing advantage between \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) is reduced to the \( L_D \)-adaptive forward privacy of \( \Sigma_{add} \). Therefore, there exists a PPT adversary \( B_2 \) such that:

\[ P_2 = P \left( G_2 = 1 \right) - P \left( G_1 = 1 \right) \leq 3 \text{Adv}^{\text{PRF}}_{\Sigma_{add}}(\lambda). \]

Game \( G_3 \). We only modify the generation of the ciphertext deletion. More precisely, we replace the values that were inserted previously and punctured later with constant 0.

Since the modification above works only on the ciphertexts with revoked tags, we can see that the distinguishing advantage between \( G_2 \) and \( G_3 \) is the IND-sREV-CPA security of the SRE scheme. The selective security is sufficient for the application here, because the reduction algorithm \( B_3 \) can obtain the revoked tags from \( \text{Uphist}(w) \) and simulate the encrypting process of non-deleted values with the revoked secret key. There for, there exists a reduction algorithm \( B_3 \) such that:

\[ P_3 = P \left( G_3 = 1 \right) - P \left( G_2 = 1 \right) \leq 3 \text{Adv}^{\text{IND-sREV-CPA}}_{\Sigma_{add}}(\lambda). \]

Game \( G_4 \). We modify the way of constructing addition list \( L_{add} \) and the way of updating the compressed data structure \( D \). \( L_{add} \) contains the addition entries and corresponds to the update history \( \text{Uphist} \) on \( w \) for the scheme \( \Sigma_{add} \) and is...
taken as the input of the simulator $S^{dSE}_{add}$. In detail, we first compute the leakage information TimeDTS and Update from the table UpHist, and then base information to construct $L_{add}$ and update D. This has no influence to the distribution of $G_3$: $\Pr [G_4 = 1] = \Pr [G_3 = 1]$.

Game $G_5$. We modify the generation of tags in a different way. In detail, we replace the tags with random strings directly, instead of computing them from keyword-value pairs and storing them in the table Tags. The distinguish between $G_4$ and $G_5$ is whether the tags will repeat. It is sufficient because each keyword/value/count pair was inserted/deleted at most once during the updates. We do not need to record every distinct tag for keeping consistence. Therefore, we have: $\Pr [G_5 = 1] = \Pr [G_4 = 1]$.

Game $G_6$. We replace the outputs from symmetric encryption to random strings on retrievals. The difference between $G_5$ and $G_6$ comes from the advantage: $\Pr [G_6 = 1] - \Pr [G_5 = 1] \leq Adv^{BF-IND-CPA}_{\sigma, 3}(\lambda)$.

Simulator. When building a simulator from $G_6$, we need to avoid directly using the keyword $w$ as the protocols input. This can be done by replacing the input $w$ with min $sp(w)$. To construct $L_{add}$ and collection $D$, we can properly take the leakage TimeDTS and Update as the input of Search, and the simulator does not need to keep the track of the updates anymore. In this condition, $G_6$ can be efficiently simulated by the simulator with the leakage function $L$, so we have: $\Pr [G_6 = 1] = \Pr [\text{Ideal}_{BF,SRE}^{BF-IND-CPA}(\lambda) = 1]$.

Conclusion. By combining all contributions from all games, there exists the adversary such that:


Proof 2 Suppose an adversary $A_D$ who can the distinguish signature from $L_D$ and win the DwVH game with advantage $Adv^{DwVH}_{BF-SRE, A_D}$. Then there exists a PPT algorithm $B_D$ efficiently breaking all security guarantees from PRF $F$, $\Sigma_{add}$, $SRE$, and the symmetric encryption $E$, i.e.:

$$MIN(Adv^{BF-IND-CPA}_{\sigma, 3}(\lambda), Adv^{BF-IND-CPA}_{\sigma, add, State, 3}(\lambda), Adv^{BF-IND-CPA}_{\sigma, add, op, 3}(\lambda), Adv^{BF-IND-CPA}_{\sigma, 3}(\lambda)) \geq Adv^{DwVH}_{BF-SRE, A_D}.$$

$B_D$ should perform like the simulator $S$ with $L_D$ that $A_D$ can access in the DwVH game. Specifically, it contains four sub-program $B_{D_1}$, $B_{D_2}$, $B_{D_3}$, and $B_{D_4}$ to break the secure primitives from $F$, $\Sigma_{add}$, $SRE$, and $E$, respectively. With the guess from $A_D$, the sub-programs leverage bookkeeping and embed the challenge message to break the above security primitives. We detail the DwVH security analysis in the full version [37].